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Abstract 

Visual Secret sharing structure with the concept of two shares also names as transparencies. The host images 

generated the first share, then other share is randomly developed by the user, but here the user identity can be 

revealed very easily. So for improving the security and privacy  of the users, k-n sharing secret scheme can be 

used. It is a kind of visual cryptographic technique, where a minimum assembly of k out of the n shares are 

required to reveal the secret data. Visual cryptography allows the data (images, text, etc.) can be encrypted in a 

such way that the data received can be decrypted as a visual image. In this paper, the dual block scrambling-based 

encryption system is used for improving the security of  JPEG images. The proposed methodology uses 

encryption-then compression (EtC) schemes with DWT (Discrete wavelet transform) compression on JPEG 

images, enables the use of small block size through an untrusted channel. This technique is very useful in the 

banking sector where we need high secured banking application like locker system, in this situation multiple users 

can handle the same transaction. This structure is enhanced to improve the security counter to the various fraud 

attacks such as puzzle solver and brute-force attacks. 

Keywords: Discrete wavelet transform, Encryption-then compression,  k-n secret sharing system, Advanced 

Encryption Standard. 

 

Introduction 

 

The security for information is becoming more significant in nowadays, while the broadcasting or storing the data. 

In several developments the information is embedded in the images. Then, the protection of these images from 

the unofficial contact is very important. In this field of hiding the information is done by encrypting the images. 

Hiding the images or image encryption methods and its algorithm series from the spatial simple domain procedure 

are complicated and dependable domain frequency (Krikor 2009). The rapid increase of mobile network, cloud 

computing, internet of things, and social networking, the security issues of the transmission of images becomes 
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crucial. The encryption algorithm for images should meet the requirements of secure transmission and storage of 

JPEG images in different applications (Abdmouleh 2017). 

 

The visual secret sharing scheme (VSS) is used to shared images that are handwritten notes, pictures or printed 

text and that is observable by gathering k or more participants with their images by means of a projector overhead 

(Yang and Laih 2000). In a cryptographic visual scheme, n shares of binary prototype is programmed the binary 

image secret. By superimposing a set of qualified transparencies it is possible to decrypt the original secret 

messages visually. This method, which uses a one-way function as data encryption. Without using the secret key, 

the calculation becomes complex and which requires a huge amount of time so it assures security. 

 

The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is also termed as compression block, which compresses a set of DWT 

distinct blocks. This intern can be used as transformation method in data compression and signal processing. The 

encryption of JPEG images can be enhanced by encrypting DWT coefficients. The DWT coefficient tables are 

formulated by way of various tests and experiments, which is understandable for all users, so that can be 

vulnerable to attacks.(Lian, Sun, and Wang, n.d.) The AC coefficients from the image compression process are 

used for encryption. In this technique the DC coefficient is not used for any computation because they are carrying 

significant visible data, so the secret image perdition can be easily done (P. Li and Lo 2019).  

This paper proposes a  new method of block scrambling-based image encryption system for EtC and k-n secret 

sharing system which helps to enhance the safety associated with the conventional system (Sirichotedumrong et 

al. 2019). This method uses small block size, so the amount of blocks used is very large, that also enhances the 

security and invisibility against the attacks and makes the EtC system more robust (Sirichotedumrong, Chuman, 

and Kiya 2018). The compression performance is very high when the images from EtC schemes were uploaded 

and downloaded from social media. 

 

The remaining part of this section describes about the work structure as follows; section 2 defines highlight of 

previous effort that are done by the scholars in this domain with more experimental tasks; Part 3 describes the 

methodologies used; part 4 comprises the proposed system architecture; and Part 6 involves discussion on results. 

Part 8 discusses the  conclusion and future work. 

 

Literature Review 

 

Anu et. al. proposes a new secret sharing scheme which uses AES algorithm for encryption, and encryption was 

carried out using a secret key generated from a genetic algorithm. After encryption, the result is divided into k 

shares according to the input from the n users (Anu, 2020). The original secret image can reconstructed by carrying 

out the AES decryption on k shares. Here the genetic algorithm uses complex measures to create the secret key 

so the it enhances the security of the secret sharing scheme. 

 

Tatsuya et al. proposes a block scrambling based encryption to enhance the security against jigsaw puzzle solver 

attacks. This technique uses the geometric transformation and color transformation during block scrambling 

https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/search/global/_search/-char/en?item=8&word=Tatsuya+CHUMAN
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process. Geometric transformation involves block scrambling, block rotation and block inversion (Tatsuya, 

2018)In color transformation, positive-negative transformation and color scrambling. The series of these steps 

makes this algorithm more secure when compared to the traditional methods. 

 

Kenta et. al. proposes a EtC system based on JPEG XR/JPEG-LS encryption mechanism which provides good 

compression performance when compared to the system which uses same encryption process without compression 

process (Kenta 2017). Here the sender uses a shared secret key for encryption and this process involves four block 

based encryption steps. The output of encryption process is applied to JPEG/XR coding for compression. At the 

receiver side the decomposition will takes place before decryption. 

 

Youxia  et. al. proposes a new image encryption scheme based on the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and 

Schur decomposition. The encryption process first performs RSA algorithm, the chaotic system generates a 

sequence of random values which is used for performing diffusion and confusion (Youxia 2021). Then output is 

applied to Schur decomposition and the DWT transformation is carried out on the cover image and both will 

embed together. Then IDWT transformation is applied and  perform inverse scrambling operations. This 

encryption process includes large number of steps so it takes lots of time. It can be improved by including 

compression techniques.  

Methodology 

This section describes the general structure and proposed methodology based on new novel methods - block 

scrambling based image encryption method for EtC system to enhance the security and k-n secret sharing systems 

with JPEG compression, when compare with the conventional scheme. 

 

DWT Compression 

 

The techniques used for the multi-resolution images decomposition by Discrete wavelet Transform (DWT) is 

shown in Figure 1 (Wang 2009). At the initial stage, an image is disintegrated into the 4 sub-bands they are; HL1, 

HH1,LH1 and LL1, where the HH1, HL1 and LH1 is represented as the wavelet scale finest coefficient, this is 

known as detailed image, while the LL1 that stands for the level of course coefficients this is known as 

approximation images. To attained the next level of course coefficient wavelet, then the LL1 sub-band is more 

disintegrated into the 4 sub-bands as HL2, HH2, LH2, and LL2. According to the application of user’s, this process 

of decomposition that continues till it reached the certain final scale. 

 

Figure 1. Two-level DWT of an image 

https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/search/global/_search/-char/en?item=8&word=Kenta+KURIHARA
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The JPEG encoding represents the color images is transformed from the RGB to YCbCr, image disintegrated into 

8X8 block,  this block is converted from the frequency area to the spatial area by applying DWT compression. 

Each coefficient DWT compression is separated by the constant equivalent in a quantization table which is then 

rounded into the adjacent numeral, and the DWT coefficients are skimmed in a predefined order that can be used 

in last step. The sensitivity of Human visual system (HVS) is less in high frequency, so the significant visual 

structures of the image are positioned in the low frequency and the sensitive information is placed in high 

frequency  (Han 2013).  

 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 

 

The AES processes a block of 128 bits size as input. It can be support by three various key length of 256, 192 and 

128 bits and the number of rounds depends on the size of the key. The first round involves four different 

transformation parameter: Mix Column, Add Round Key, Shift Rows and Sub bytes. Then the three 

transformation on final round. Each of the transformation process takes on 4X4 matrices. The decryption involves 

reverse of all these four rounds.  

 

 

k-n Secret Sharing Scheme 

 

This proposed system first divides the secret image into n shares according the k-n secret sharing scheme and each 

shares are subjected to dual block scrambling and DWT based compression that ensures security. 

 

Enhanced Security 

 

This proposed method has a greater features when compared with the conventional encryption method that in 

terms of the size of blocks and the blocks quantity. Then the encrypted images are produced by the proposed 

system are grayscale ones. 

⚫ Block Size is Small 

⚫ Large Blocks Number 

⚫ Less color information in Blocks 

⚫ Expansion of Key space 

 

Proposed System Architecture 

 

In this model, initially at the encryption process the secret image is divided into n shares using k-n secret sharing 

scheme and each shares are encrypted separately. After AES encryption, the encryption and decryption of the 

image process is performed by DWT Compression and Inverse DWT (IDWT) compression technique. Thus, the 

blocks are converted from the spatial area to the frequency area using the coefficient of DWT. After DWT 
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compression, the encrypted images are divided into n shares. These encrypted images are decrypted by using the 

IDWT compression techniques. After IDWT transformation the original image can be retrieved by using the 

human visual system (HVS).  

 

Figure 2. Proposed System Architecture 

 

Block Scrambling-Based Image Encryption 
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The proposed system uses, the block-scrambling based Image encryption system so it provides system security 

against the puzzle solver and brute-force attackers.  

 

Figure 3. Process of Scrambling encryption method 

 

An image with a pixel of X ×Y is initially divided into a non-overlapped block includes Ox × Oy pixels; the block 

scrambling-based process includes four stages that are useful for separating the image. Figure 3. shows the 

technique with Ox = Oy = 16, in this research, Ox = Oy = 16 is used for performing the method of image encoding 

to produce an encrypted image bi, which includes the following step: 

1. The X × Y pixels image is divided into blocks, each blocks having Ox × Oy pixels, and the divided blocks are 

permuted randomly using an integer which is generated from the random secret key I1. 

 

 

Figure 4. Block Rotation 
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2. Block inversion and block rotation in shown in Figure 4, that depends on the random number generated the 

key I2, which is common for all the color components. 

 

3. Negative-positive transformation is applied on individual block that using a binary random integer that are 

produced by a key I3, where I3 is also common to all the color components. In this stage, a value of pixel 

transformed in the ith block as Oi, Vʹ is calculated using 

𝑉ʹ = {
𝑣, (𝑛(𝑗) = 0

𝑣 ⨁ (2𝐿 − 1), (𝑛(𝑗) = 1
, 

Where n(j) is a binary arbitrary number produced by I3, and v ϵ Oi is the rate of pixel on the unique 

image with L per bit pixel, the occurrence rate probability v(n( j ))= 0.5 is used to convert the randomly moments. 

 

4. The three components of color get shuffled individually by a random integer using key I4. 

The image encryption is used in EtC schemes has a block size is limited to Ox  = Oy = 16, so the effect of color 

sub-sampling can be avoided. In the standard JPEG, by applying the color sub-sampling to the components chroma 

as Cr and Cb is encoded in color image, the chroma sub-sampled mechanisms are incorporated to reproduce the 

identical determination of the original image.   

 

Image Encryption 

 

The image encryption performs the DWT based encryption on each blocks and initially it finds the DWT 

coefficients and encryption is performed using the coefficients and the randomly generated secret keys. 

 

Result and discussion 

 

The proposed system has been built to enhance the image security by the process of encryption and decryption 

method. Figure 5. shows the data enter for the process to begin. 

 

Figure 5. Input to the proposed system 
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Figure 6. AES hidden string 

 

Figure 6. shows the performance of AES algorithm that the input images that allows the 128, 192, 256-bit 

encryption. This symmetrical encryption is more feasible, when compared with asymmetrical encryption that are 

used in database system. 

 

 

Figure 7. Input Image, Scrambled Image, Rotated Image, Color Transformation 

 

Figure 7. shows the input images for the compression techniques, then it enters into the process of geometric 

transformation that includes the methods of block scrambling method, block rotation and block inversion method. 

The images are got scrambled, then the scrambled image shown in Figure 7. After block rotation the image is as 

shown in Figure 7. then the data enters into the color transformation process after color transformation image is 

as shown as Figure 7. 

 

After the color transformation of the shuffled image which is applied into the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 

for the process of the encryption, then after the process of encryption, the images are divided into the amount of 

shares by using the K-N secret sharing method.  
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Figure 8. DWT image and encrypted bits 

 

Figure. 8 shows the image after the encryption process, Then it is divided into n shares. In the decryption process, 

the decryption can be done by using the descrambling method. Figure 9. shows the original gray scale cover image 

and the hidden string of our image by AES method, to retrieve the original image.  

 

 

Figure 9. The original gray scale cover image and the hidden string 

 

Figure 9. shows the hidden string which is got recovered “Hello” by using the original gray-scale to the cover 

images. Then combining the divided shares by using the K-N secret sharing method. The merging of k shares is 

shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Merging k shares 

 

Then finally the decryption process is done by using the inverse DWT method. Then each of the image share get 

decoded as shown on the Figure.11.  

 

 

Figure 11. Decoded Image, Recovered Transformed Image 

 

After the decryption process, the images are get recovered into the transformed recovered image and then the each 

of the shared image are get descrambled on the decryption process. The descrambled into original image is shown 

in Figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 12. Descrambled Image 
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The proposed method enhances the security of images by hidding the data by using the K-N secret sharing 

method used for the image verification. Applying the encryption and decryption process by DWT and IDWT 

compression method on  various images, the experimental results from this process are given below:  

 

 

Figure 13. Ten shared image that look like noise obtained from the proposed System 

 

Figure 13. shows the ten number of shares that shared among n users using the k-n secret sharing algorithm. There 

are ten number of images that are obtained by  dividing the scrambled blocks and shared among n users, the output 

looks in the form of noise images. Each of the shared image has a secret data. Here, this encryption system 

improves the security of EtC system with the JPEG compression. These features improves the security of the 

secret images  against the various attacks.  
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Table 1. Comparison among Various Image Encryption Techniques 

 

Sl.No Author Method PSNR (in dB) 

Mean Square 

Error 

(MSE) 

1 (Masood et al. 2020) / 

2020 

3D Lorenz Chaotic Maps; Hybrid 

Dynamical system  

7.9dB error 

2 (Khan and Masood 

2019)/ 2019 

Multiple chaotic maps 7.76 dB 0.1 

3 (Yao et al. 2020)/ 2020 Discrete Trinion Fourier 

Transform, multiresolution 

singular value decomposition 

13.54dB 0.0011 

4 (T. Wang and Wang 

2020)/ 2020 

Bit-level permutation, Hyper-

chaos 

8.66dB 0.09 

5 

 

Proposed Method/ 2021 DWT encryption method 26.99dB 0.5372 

 

Conclusion 

 

This paper proposes a new k-n secret sharing scheme by combining two techniques: block scrambling on image 

encryption system and EtC scheme for JPEG images. On the time of dividing a secret image into several number 

of n shares, secret keys are generated randomly.  The proposed algorithm uses a block size Bx = By = 16, by 

reducing the block size Bx = By = 8, the security of the secret image can be improved against the robustness of 

cipher text attacks. This technique requires very low mathematical computations when compare with another 

existing method of the color image visual cryptography. This method only forms ‘1’ at the position bit and that 

separate the ‘1’ into the (n-k+1) shares using the random integer. From the result, individual share that does not 

reflects a very small or even no data regarding to the original image to the human eye. So it is concluded that the 

proposed method system has a good performance than the conventional color image visual cryptography. 
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